Academic session-2018-19
Holiday research work (Learning with fun)
Date:

Name:

The much-

Class:

awaited summer vacation is knocking at the door. The very thoughts of summer

vacation include images of time for relaxation to escape the heat, pursuing of leisure activities and
indulging in good quality time with friends and family. There are plenty of productive ways that your
ward can spend the vacation which can be fun, relaxing and helpful for his/her education and life
skill.

Do’s and Don’ts in Summer
Season…………

Do’s


Drink lots of water.




Wear light cotton clothes.
Have plenty of seasonal fruits like musk-melon, water-melon, orange, cucumber, etc.



Whenever going out always use umbrella.



Discover your creativity through Research task.



Study for one hour every day.



Explore various olden days games with your Mama ,Papa
,Grandparents.



Enjoy your family time.

Don’ts:


Don’t be out of house in afternoon sun.



Don’t have junk food.




Don’t watch too much TV, mobile phone or TAB.
Don’t waste time in being lazy.

We wish to imbibe in our students the willingness to spend their summer
vacation well; making optimum utilization of time, following their heart's
passion and at the same time enhancing their academic knowledge.
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Index for Research Tasks

Grade4

Subject
Hindi

written language (reading and writing) -

Telugu

Written language (Reading and Writing) -

र १०

1.
.
ఒ

2.

ఎ.

. (with

picture)
English

Visual language (Viewing and Presenting):Sow a seed (any seed) in the soil water it regularly.
Observe it weekly and record the developments in your own words. Also write a paragraph
about your own feelings that how did you feel to see it grow into a small plant.
Math
Let's get to know our dates
Write down the dates from 1-5-2018 to 9-5-2018
Remove the hyphen and write down the number.
Example: 1-5-2018 = 1,52,018
For all the numbers write:
·
Number names
·
Place values
·
Expanded form
·
Predecessor and successor
Science Inventions are fascinating and inventors are so much fun to learn about. Let us explore more
discoveries and inventions. Select any one favorite invention of your choice and research the
birthplace of the inventor, explain the uses of the invention in modern world and write 5-6
interesting facts about the invention. Make a creative scrapbook of your own for the same and
paste or draw related pictures.
Social
Make a banner on Swachh bharat implementing your own creative ideas with a proper slogan
and appropriate pictures
ICT
Paste the pictures and write the names of Five Generations of Computers on a chart paper.
Arts

Make a collage of nature
or
Mask making - animals/super heroes
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